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Abstract 
“Landscape Dialogues” is my examination of textile expression as a dialogue between rug 
design and high latitude landscapes. The inspiration arises from my encounters with both 
Finnish as well as Icelandic landscapes and therefore, entails making sense of my own 
perception as an outsider.  The purpose of this examination is to create an aesthetic repre-
sentation that expresses my encounter with these distinctive landscapes. Using the tech-
nique of hand tufting as my means of expression, I translate my perception of these land-
scapes into carpets. My challenge is to use hand tufting as a medium where upon my expe-
rience can be illustrated.  
 
The focus of my examinations lays in the historical and phenomenological development of 
landscape perception. Also, a review of hand-tufted carpets and their artistic significance 
is included. The practical outcome is a hand-tufted rug illustrating my explorations. The 
hand-tufted carpet was made in Iceland through experimentation with Icelandic wool. 
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“Landscape D
ialogues” is m
y exam
ination of textile expression as a dialogue between 
rug design and high latitude landscapes. T
he inspiration arises from
 m
y encounters with 
both Finnish as well as Icelandic landscapes and therefore, entails m
aking sense of m
y 
own perception as an outsider. T
he purpose of this exam
ination is to create an aesthetic 
representation that expresses m
y encounter with these distinctive landscapes. U
sing the 
technique of hand tufting as m
y m
eans of expression, I translate m
y perception of these 
landscapes into carpets. M
y challenge is to use hand tufting as a m
edium
 where upon m
y 
experience can be illustrated. 
T
he focus of m
y exam
inations lays in the historical and phenom
enological developm
ent of 
landscape perception. Also, a review of hand-tufted carpets and their artistic significance 
is included. T
he practical outcom
e is a hand-tufted rug illustrating m
y explorations. T
he 
hand-tufted carpet was m
ade in Iceland through experim
entation with Icelandic wool.
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M
y roots are in the South, m
ore precisely C
olom
bia. I began this journey away from
 
hom
e m
ore than a year ago, in search for an experience com
pletely different from
 what I 
am
 used to in C
olom
bia where there are no seasons and twelve hours of daylight all year 
around. T
herefore, Finland and Iceland has introduced m
e to a different relationship with 
nature. T
he ubiquitous Finnish forest and the sharp presence of winter, both of which 
bring a different rhythm
 to the daily life. T
his experience has awakened m
y curiosity and 
initiated m
y search for even m
ore diverse landscapes. M
y journey has being a continuous 
inner dialogue with landscape.
For a long tim
e I have been fascinated by the closeness of the effervescent nature in 
Iceland in all its conscience grandeur, realizing that m
y experience of landscape is very 
different. 
C
om
ing to Aalto U
niversity I had the opportunity to apply for an internship with 
the Icelandic artist, Sigrun Lara Shanko, designing and hand tufting rugs. T
his was 
an exceptional professional experience and inspiring regarding m
y design. After m
y 
internship in Iceland I decided to continue this learning process and incorporate the 
experience and the results into m
y thesis. H
and tufting gave m
e an excellent opportunity 
to use m
y background as a graphic designer.
C
ertainly, landscape doesn’t restrict our point of appreciation and attractive natural scenes 
can be expressed in different m
edium
s, including tufted rugs. Furtherm
ore, I believe that 
rugs can carry a conversation that scrutinizes the boundaries of nature, where it begins 
and where it ends, in our daily life. M
y purpose is to establish a relationship with nature, 
and transcend it toward an inclusive awareness with our personal space. M
ore specifically, 
by awaking an intim
ate sense of the landscape.
A
s an outsider, I cannot escape m
y roots. T
his tentative appreciation of the N
ordic 
landscapes clashes w
ith m
y background. M
y reference as a designer arises from
 a 
different understanding and encounter with nature as m
y life in C
olom
bia has shaped 
m
y relationship w
ith landscape. W
here I com
e from
 is the opening of this dialogue. 
T
his collection of rugs represents the aesthetic point of m
y inner dialogue throughout 
this journey. 
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In the context of m
y landscape experience, 
I have challenged m
yself to find different 
m
eanings in m
y perception. T
he aim
 is 
to 
question 
m
y 
assum
ptions 
regarding 
landscape; highlighting the ways relate to 
the landscape and how m
y perception has 
evolved since I cam
e to Finland and then 
to Iceland. T
his landscape representation 
is not literally an interpretation of specific 
sceneries, but rather a sketch to capture a 
sense of a place. 
T
he 
thesis 
is 
intended 
to 
answer 
the 
following three questions: H
ow can I gain 
control of m
y own visual perception with 
som
e assurance to share the m
eaning in the 
final results? H
ow to shape and form
 an 
environm
ental experience? H
ow to recreate 
a sense of a place? 
T
he goal of m
y thesis is to create a visual 
language that captures a sm
all series of 
carpet designs that were inspired by the 
N
ordic landscapes; and subsequently used 
to produce a hand-tufted carpet.
T
his 
thesis 
is 
divided 
in 
two 
parts: 
theoretical research and rug design. T
he 
theoretical research is oriented towards 
an understanding of landscape perception 
and representation. T
he theoretical review 
is an endeavour to rationalize m
y artistic 
expression. T
he first theoretical section 
scrutinizes the concept of landscape as 
an aesthetic phenom
enon.  T
he second 
section deals with a perceptual analysis 
in an effort to understand how creative 
m
inds works. Finally, as tufting was the 
selected technique, the third section gives 
an overview of its origins and evolution. 
T
he second part of the thesis will contain 
a description of the tufting process and 
explain the decisions m
ade regarding design 
and procedure. T
he choices concerning the 
final piece will be discussed and explained.  
T
he thesis conclusion is a valuation of the 
result and significance as a learning process 
for others and m
e. 
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In an attem
pt to com
prehend landscape as 
an aesthetic experience, this research will 
underline the basic theoretical concepts 
with a contem
porary point of view. T
his 
research does not claim
 to be a com
plete 
history 
review, 
but 
rather 
a 
landscape 
analysis of nature’s aesthetic and artistic 
appreciation. T
his questions the idea of 
landscape as an everyday experience. 
Aesthetic appreciation has a particular 
association when it com
es to the environm
ent. 
Beauty 
has 
a 
long-standing 
history 
in 
hum
an inquiry, but the environm
ent has 
com
paratively 
recently 
been 
related 
to 
artistic appreciation. As Arnold Berleant 
states, it is less than half century since 
philosophers began to focus on aesthetic 
appreciation of the environm
ent. Since the 
tim
es of ancient civilizations it was only 
nature’s beauty that got full recognition for 
aesthetic appreciation. Later, around the 
seventeenth century, a growing interest in 
natures aesthetic for its own sake is noted 
and in the eighteenth century aesthetics 
achieves a disciplinary identity. T
hrough 
Im
m
anuel K
ant, natural beauty becam
e 
an aesthetic inquiry as he put forward a 
theory of aesthetic, but back then it was 
only reference to nature. In the nineteenth 
and twentieth century aesthetics becam
e 
an independent discipline and began to be 
associated with art and philosophy (Berleant, 
2012, 
p. 
67). 
M
ore 
recently, 
aesthetic 
theory has associated with everyday life 
assessm
ent as the range of environm
ental 
aesthetic continues evolving. C
urrently, the 
scope of the discipline includes wider range 
of aspects than just nature; i.e. fields like 
politics, sociology, and law, am
ong others. 
It has even entered our everyday life.
H
um
an 
relationship 
with 
nature 
has 
changed 
over 
the 
years. 
T
his 
broader 
context has challenged all aesthetic theories 
regarding the environm
ent. Accordingly to 
Sim
on Bell, there are two contem
porary 
schools that approach aesthetic experience 
from
 the perceptual point of view. O
n one 
side, the ‘integrationist’ philosophers such 
as M
ary C
arm
en Rose, Allan C
arlson and 
D
uane W
illard from
 U
SA and C
anada, 
who believe that perception is both integral 
and interdependent processes that occur 
sim
ultaneously with people. This m
eans that 
aesthetic experience is affected by factors such 
as cultural conditions, scientific knowledge or 
pre-ordained conceptual patterns. 
Landscape aesthetic
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O
n the other hand, ‘the perceptual view’, 
supported by philosophers such as F. E. 
Sparhott and M
ay W
arnock who believe 
that the pleasure or displeasure arise from
 
the object in question. T
his m
eans that a 
positive or negative experience is based 
solely on how the object looks, sounds or 
feels. 
Preconceive 
ideas 
or 
judgem
ents 
before knowing the object are useless (Bell, 
1999, p. 67).
Separate revisions of both studies have 
pointed at certain theoretical weaknesses. 
As 
Bell 
explains, 
the 
interdependency 
view (or ‘integrationist’) states that the 
aesthetic 
response 
is 
conditioned 
by 
factors such as previous knowledge and 
fam
iliarity; therefore an exposure to new 
landscape will have a negative response. 
H
owever, this not the how it works; it is 
possible to find new scenes appealing and 
aesthetically 
stim
ulating. 
O
n 
the 
other 
hand, ‘the perceptual view’ weakness is to 
underestim
ate hum
an’s aesthetic awareness. 
If there is a deliberate attention to landscape, 
there is a perceptual engagem
ent. T
his 
m
eans that the predisposition to perceive 
is as im
portant as how attractive is the 
object (Bell, 1999, p. 68). In other words, 
the environm
ent is a perceptual system
 that 
requires a constant thinking.
T
his controversy around landscape aesthetic 
questions the value of aesthetic appreciation 
to hum
an life. Is a dwelling experience that 
echoes personal research? Landscape as 
an aesthetic concept is m
ore than visual 
inform
ation; it is a holistic experience and 
a relationship with the surroundings. It is 
conditioned to: what, when, where and by 
whom
. T
he particular circum
stances that 
occur in a landscape appreciation shape 
the aesthetic recognition.
Experiencing landscape is not an isolate 
event that occurs only at special occasions; 
as in tourism
 for exam
ple. It can be part 
of our daily life, as an aesthetic awareness. 
“T
he landscape is truly captured in the every 
m
om
ent we delve deeply within ourselves, 
reaching beyond objective representation, 
where we discover the order of the visible 
in a com
plete dissolution of the self” 
(M
ilani, 2009, p. 4). By giving relevance to 
landscape appreciation it becom
es a state 
of m
ind. 
U
nderstanding 
the 
connotation 
of 
a 
landscape 
shouldn’t 
be 
a 
separate 
acknowledge 
from
 
hum
ans. 
It 
is 
true 
that 
nowadays 
the 
hum
an 
relationship 
with nature is growing m
ore distant. But 
that is why, landscape appreciation it’s so 
im
portant in order to re-establish that 
bond. W
e should seek beauty in our daily 
surroundings; not only in touristic trips. 
In m
y opinion, landscape should have a 
personal m
eaning in everyone’s daily life. 
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Landscape is a broad and evolving concept. 
M
y intention in this chapter is to explore 
landscape experience as a cognitive process 
that can lead to an artistic representation. 
Individual perception is the key elem
ent 
for aesthetic appreciation and consequent 
representation. W
hen it com
es to creativity, 
perception plays a m
ajor role. It is through 
perception and environm
ental awareness, 
that 
landscape 
visual 
representation 
is 
created.
Landscape is m
ore than a visible location; 
it is a personal experience that involves 
interaction with the space. T
his interaction 
requires an understanding of the place 
characteristics. 
“From
 
the 
first 
sensory 
interaction with a new environm
ent we 
engage the form
al aesthetic response and, 
as part of this, we seek to m
ake sense 
of 
its 
structure 
and 
com
position. 
W
e 
therefore seek com
prehensible patterns in 
the world around us and to som
e degree 
find 
aesthetic 
pleasure 
in 
particularly 
coherent exam
ples” (Bell, 2005, p.30). In 
other words, place recognition creates a 
cognitive representation that relates with 
the surrounding. In order to understand 
a place and how to relate to it the m
ind 
creates cognitive patterns. T
hese patterns 
create a sense of place that provides to 
hum
ans not only the inform
ation to survive 
but also aesthetic recognition. As John A. 
Jackle states: “T
he m
ind lingers at given 
levels to organize a sense of place” (Jackle, 
1987, p. 79).  
Perception in general gives hum
ans the 
basic inform
ation to orient our behaviour 
depending on the environm
ent conditions. 
According to John Jackle, perception as 
part of the cognitive process is built up 
from
 consecutive im
ages over a period of 
tim
e. 
C
onscious 
landscape 
visualization 
involves two practices. First, space surveying 
or space scanning, that gives cues for 
behavioural predisposition. Second, place-
organizing search is a m
ore detailed analysis 
of expected patterns that validates already 
established cues. T
his visual process decodes 
the landscape to understand the elem
ents 
within it and direct behaviour (Jackle, 1987, 
p. 34). In a strict sense, perception is part of 
our survival instinct, but what is interesting 
is how perception evolves when it com
es to 
art and design. 
dw
elling Landscape
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Perception that leads to representation is 
a problem
 solving process. T
he m
ind has 
to reach for a solution to com
m
unicate the 
perceived landscape with visual elem
ents. 
T
his kind of analysis is subjective and 
linked to experience. In creative individuals, 
“…
regardless of whether the conditions in 
which they find them
selves are luxurious 
or m
iserable, they m
anage to give their 
surrounding a personal pattern that echoes 
the rhythm
 of their thoughts and habits 
of 
action” 
(C
sikszentm
ihalyi, 
1997, 
p. 
127,128). Finding this rhythm
 is m
aking 
sense of the whole im
pressions given by a 
place. 
As the interaction with the landscape in-
creases a sense of place expands; and new 
m
eanings em
erge. “In the surrounding world 
we perceive visual qualities that are spa-
tially logical patterns of color, light, form
, 
and m
ovem
ents. Patterns of such qual-
ities always belong to functional situa-
tions in life, each one with its own charac-
teristic em
otional content“ (Arnkil, Anter, &
 
K
larén , 2012, p. 26). Personal experience 
creates a starting point for interpretation.
D
esigners analyse the inform
ation and 
decode it into elem
ents of representation. 
O
nce 
the 
elem
ents 
are 
chosen 
the 
com
position 
starts. 
T
he 
possible 
com
binations are endless, but when rhythm
 
is added to the com
position patterns begin 
to form
. In other words, the artist creates its 
own patterns and with a good understanding 
of rhythm
 a visual identity is created. 
C
reating a visual expression requires m
ore 
than a contem
plative attitude. It is m
ore 
than just sight seeing that m
akes a personal 
interpretation of landscape. As Jackle points 
out, cognitive m
apping of the place grows 
through augm
entation. It builds through 
successive layer of knowing and living 
(Jackle, 1987, p. 157). Layers of experience 
create a sense of place.  
Landscape is not just an object of appreciation 
but also an environm
ental experience. A 
com
bination of particular circum
stances 
creates the experience. It is true that certain 
environm
ents (m
ore than others) can m
ake 
a huge im
pression that accentuates a sense 
of place; m
aking the representation easier. 
“C
ertain 
environm
ent 
have 
a 
greater 
density of interaction and provide m
ore 
excitem
ent and a greater effervescence of 
ideas: therefore, they prom
pt the person 
who is already inclined to break away from
 
conventions to experim
ent with novelty 
m
ore readily than if he or she had stayed in 
m
ore conservative, m
ore repressive setting” 
(C
sikszentm
ihalyi, 1997, p. 129). 
H
owever, as inspiring a place can be, 
creativity is m
ore com
plex than that. It is 
ultim
ately a question of what the individual 
wants to express or what he or she is seeking 
in that place. T
his m
eans that a place is 
m
ost inspiring when the person com
es with 
a previous form
ed reflection of what idea 
he or she wants to com
m
unicate. 
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In this journey reflecting on self-conscious creativity, I contem
plate how the hum
an 
perception functions from
 a visual point of view. I intend to com
prehend the idea of 
perception as part of the analytical thinking. Furtherm
ore, how does pattern recognition 
begin in the visual perception process? To understand the creative process of visual 
representation it is im
portant to clarify how the artist perceives the im
age as it is being 
sketched. M
y purpose is to gain understanding of the basic concepts directing perception 
in the designing process.
H
um
an senses play the m
ost im
portant role in appraising the environm
ent, and it is 
the m
ind that processes the inform
ation that form
s creative ideas.  Although, all the 
environm
ent inform
ation is given by a com
bination of sensory inputs, it is sight that plays 
a m
ayor role in the perception process.  
In order for the sight to work, there has to be light. T
he stim
ulation of the eye depends on 
the quantity of light.  H
owever, the quantity and quality of light depends on the position 
and location of the observer; this is what is called optical array. Light is correlated with 
the person’s space circum
stances. It is through light and it’s different shades that the eye 
perceives objects dim
ensions and location that consequently provides the inform
ation to 
relate with the space. “T
he am
ount of inform
ation and knowledge we obtain depends 
on the variety and degree of contrast of the sensory data that we receive and the extent 
to which we can differentiate them
: that is, detect patterns” (Bell, 1999, p. 41). T
he 
ability to organize visual data into perception patterns such as: shapes; colours; textures; 
m
ovem
ents; and light, am
ong others, is called Visual T
hinking.  
D
espite changes in the stim
ulation of the eye, either from
 changes in the location or shape, 
the inform
ation has to be accurately represented in the m
ind. Perception takes place in a 
word in m
otion; what is being looked at changes constantly; practically nothing rem
ains 
the sam
e. It is pattern recognition that allows us to identify an object even though changes 
m
ay occur. T
his recognition takes place thanks to perceptual constancies. In other words, 
som
e perceptual inform
ation has to be processed prior to visual recognition in order to 
fill the gaps of am
biguity. U
nderstanding perception is essential to com
prehend how 
people conceptualize landscape. T
hat is, how the m
ind processes visual inform
ation to 
com
prehend the configurations of a place. 
/
perception
  review
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Light is a visual experience. Light is perceived by the m
ind as colours. T
herefore, light 
and colour are correlated concepts that cannot be studied separately. As part of the visual 
phenom
ena it can’t be lim
ited only as an optical display. Light and colour has the power 
to influence our m
ind and em
otions. T
he following research focuses on colour and light 
perception in the landscape experience. H
ow light is a changing visual phenom
enon with 
the power to affect hum
an behaviour. M
y attem
pt is not to focus in the physical nature, 
but to understand it’s experiential relationship with the landscape.  
In the attem
pt to disentangle the variety of visual patterns, it is necessary to com
prehend 
how light works. Firstly, there is the biological process as a sensory input. Secondly, is the 
influence on the hum
an behaviour. 
T
he hum
an brain perceives light in colours. If there is no light, there are no colours. 
Light is absorbed and reflected by surfaces through it travels. T
he wavelength of light 
determ
ines colour hues. T
he eye receives the stim
ulus of light and identifies different 
wavelengths (i.e. colours) and brightness (i.e. intensity). H
owever, the am
ount of light 
captured by the eye is determ
ined by its position, witch will determ
ine the particular 
com
bination of light. H
ow colours are experienced is affected by changes in light since it 
is a dynam
ic energy.
C
olour im
pressions are determ
ined to everyday relationship with light. Light is the cause 
of colour and colour experience is affected by different kinds of lighting. Light quality 
is connected to factors such as:  “Latitude, season, angle of sun clim
ate, hum
idity level, 
weather and quality of air are all param
eters that influence conditions of light” (H
årlem
an, 
2007, p. 17). T
his m
eans, that light is a different experience for each individual, because 
it depends on changing conditions within a specific fram
e of tim
e.
Light and color
According to Arnkil, light is affected by 
the weather, changes in the atm
ospheric 
conditions and the angle of sunlight and its 
elevation. T
he angle of incidental sunlight 
has 
a 
distinctive 
im
pact, 
both 
in 
the 
m
orning and in the evening. T
hey produce 
com
pletely different experience around the 
world. In latitudes above 60 degrees north 
(i.e. Iceland and Finland), clear skies during 
sunrise and sunset, the landscape is covered 
with light of solely shifting colours. T
he 
gentle rhythm
 in the light results in a slow 
transition of colour. In general, in the far 
north the light is bright and the shadows 
are distinctively deep and long, resulting 
in a landscape that is m
arked by contrast 
(Arnkil, 2013, p. 182-183). T
his relationship 
with colours in the north is com
pletely 
different than experienced by people living 
close to the equator. 
“Light is the prim
ary m
edium
 through 
which m
ost people perceive and experience 
the world” (Jackle, 1987, p. 103). In fact, 
light is perceived differently around the 
world. Each place it is partly identified by 
a regional light condition and atm
ospheric 
characteristics. T
he atm
ospheric condition 
affects the degree of clarity and therefore 
the legibility of the landscape (Jackle, 1987, 
p. 106). T
he light of each space becom
es the 
key factor for understanding its singularity. 
In other words, the particularities of a 
place and its society are directly related to 
the quality and quantity of sunlight. 
Light 
is 
physical 
event 
that 
creates 
a 
particular background. As light stim
uli are 
different in each place; the perception of 
colour is also different experience around the 
world. T
herefore, the hum
an relationship 
with light and colour changes from
 place to 
place. C
olour becom
es contextual.
/
perception
  review
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Representation becom
es a rational expression of the visual thinking. It’s the outcom
e of 
a perceptual thinking. Landscape representation is the artist deliberate attention to the 
surroundings. 
T
he artist’s representation is a post-visual analysis that involves a perceptual awareness 
of the surrounding. T
he artist perceives and com
pares the im
age to previous experiences 
of sim
ilar im
ages. As the artist com
pares, he/she begins the process of reproduction, 
through the use of accum
ulated m
em
ory. W
ith the use of m
em
ory and an analysis of 
light the artist begin to found the elem
ents of representation. According to Jonathan 
M
iller, there are different system
s of drawing; but all use perception to analyse the objects 
in space and in relationship to each other. T
he brain needs to interpret the pattern of 
light intensities in order to extract features such as edges. It’s a m
atter of interpreting the 
array of light as it falls on the retina (M
iller, 1990, p. 244). 
T
he artist interprets the perceptual inform
ation into visual elem
ents. According to D
onis 
A. D
ondis the visual elem
ents are: line; colour; shape; direction; texture; scale; dim
ension; 
and m
otion. W
itch of this elem
ents will dom
inant the visual statem
ent is defined by the 
functionality of the object considered. But the variations of the visual statem
ent depend 
on the artist expression (D
ondis, 1973, p. 113). Each of these basic elem
ents can be 
com
bined and recom
bined into new patterns or to recreate the ones found in the nature. 
Although, pattern recognition is inherent to the process of seeing, visual expression is 
m
ore than just looking and coping the surroundings.  It requires an active visual thinking. 
Accordingly to Jonathan M
iller, expression is the crowing aspiration of all perceptual 
categories. It is the statem
ent to witch all the arousing visual tension is expressed. In 
our m
ore lim
ited perceptual sense, expression is based on tension alone (M
iller, 1990, p. 
245). In other words, visual expression, as part of the cognitive thinking, is the ability to 
com
m
unicate by adding tension in the com
position
the visual representation 
In order to com
m
unicate m
eaning a com
position has to take place. As D
ondis would 
state, com
positional decisions proclaim
s the purpose and m
eaning of visual statem
ent 
and how the viewer receives it. T
he process of com
position is part of visual problem
 
solving. T
herefore, com
position requires the orderly arrangem
ent of all the parts. 
T
here are no absolute rules, but the possible com
binations will have different visual 
m
eanings (D
ondis, 1973, p. 112). In other words, com
position is the structure of visual 
com
m
unications. C
om
position is the result of organizing visual elem
ents in order to 
com
m
unicate an idea.
C
om
m
unication starts as visual representation is added to a product.  T
his can change 
how a product is perceived. It m
eans that visual representation can perm
eate a product 
and thereby adding narrative and new m
eanings. “Visual products are m
ediated 
expression and com
m
unication” (Lazzari &
 Lee, 1990, p. 132). O
n the other hand, the 
representation qualities are also transform
ed by the surface. 
O
nce the product starts com
m
unicating, the audience will begin their own perception 
process. T
he audience possesses accum
ulated knowledge from
 other sources, so 
consequently their background will affects how they react to a creation. T
here are both 
internal and external response to the work, the product com
m
unicates into different 
levels, depending in how the piece relates to the audience. T
he bigger the interest of the 
observer with the im
age, the greater the connection with piece.
/
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In m
y opinion, the cornerstone of the visual representation is the com
position; the 
com
position is the structure that holds the representation together. T
his chapter will 
review the G
estalt psychology principles that can be used as com
positional guidance. 
T
hese principles can helps to organize the visual elem
ents according to how the perception 
works. 
In the 1920‘s, D
r. M
ax W
ertheim
er founded the school of G
estalt, in G
erm
any, with a 
group of psychologists that tried to understand how the m
ind works regarding com
plex 
im
ages. T
hey established a com
prehensive system
 to explain how the brain organizes visual 
elem
ents. Accordingly to G
estalt theory: ‘the whole’ is a m
ore transcendent experience 
than the sum
 of its parts. T
his m
eans that ‘the whole’ is m
ore relevant than its parts.
O
ne of G
estalt psychologist, Rudolf Arnheim
, focuses was the perceptual analysis to 
art and aesthetics. H
e believed,  “G
estalt is a field whose forces are organized in a self-
contained, balanced whole” (Zakia, 2013, p. 28). To understand the balance as a whole, 
G
estalt laws were developed to configure the relationships of the parts. T
hese space 
cues are: proxim
ity; sim
ilarity; continuity, and closure. I will briefly explain these space 
configurations using som
e of m
y sketches during the carpet design process as exam
ples:
visual perception in gestalt psychology
Proxim
ity: T
he sm
aller the gap is between 
visual elem
ents that are sim
ilar, the easier is 
to associate them
 as a group or a pattern.
Sim
ilarity: 
Visual 
elem
ents 
that 
are 
sim
ilar in shape; colour; texture; m
ovem
ent; 
sym
m
etry; and asym
m
etry, am
ong others, 
can be seen as patterns as they related to 
each other. 
C
ontinuity: T
he fluently position of the 
elem
ents suggest a shape. T
he brain will 
recognize a pattern from
 uninterrupted 
position elem
ents by generating a line or a 
shape.
C
losure: 
Incom
plete 
lines 
or 
shapes 
where the gap is sm
all are still perceived as 
a whole.
A single im
age can be perceived by grouping different elem
ents. T
he context in which 
an object exists determ
ines how it is grouped or not grouped with other elem
ents. T
he 
interaction between elem
ents can change each of there nature by adding new m
eanings. 
W
hat G
estalt clear entitles is the hum
an need to organize visual elem
ents in order to give 
it m
eaning. Perceptual organization principles provide the keys to arranging elem
ents in 
relation to each other. T
his relationship can create either tension or harm
ony. 
H
owever, depending on the degree of organization, the brain will have a m
ore or less an 
active role. T
he G
estalt laws cannot be applied literally to organize all elem
ents. According 
to R
ichard Zakia, although order is needed to cope with both the inner and outer world, 
the experience cannot be reduced to a network of neatly predictable connections without 
losing the stim
ulating riches, som
e com
plexity has to be incorporated (Zakia, 2013, p. 61).
 T
he experience would be rather m
onotonous if there were little to add. M
ore precisely, 
the key is to balance those principles, in order to create a pattern that allows the viewer to 
participate in the discovery. “M
an derives satisfaction from
 being able to form
 a closure 
that allows him
 to becom
e an active participant in the visual experience” (Zakia, 2013, 
p. 56). In other words, the visual experience that encourages the viewer to find structure 
and organization becom
es a m
ore gratifying experience. 
M
y intention with the designs was not to give the viewer a literal landscape, but an 
abstract reinterpretation. M
oreover, giving the viewer the freedom
 to participate and 
becom
e involved with the landscape and discover a sense of a place. T
he door is opened 
for landscape appreciation and interpretation.  
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Part of the com
position is to understand the elem
ents selected to com
m
unicate an idea. In 
this chapter I will review som
e visual com
m
unications theories of D
onis A. D
ondis from
 
her book “A Prim
er of Visual Literacy” (1973). T
here she defines the visual elem
ents that 
can be used in the com
position.
According to D
ondis, a com
position is a visual statem
ent with both purpose and a m
eaning. 
It is a vital stage in the process of a visual representation. In this stage, the com
m
unicator 
has the opportunity to express the work that he or she is intending to convey. 
Visual m
ode has no defined structure. Although there isn’t absolute rules how to m
ake 
a com
position, different arrangem
ents can suggest different visual m
eanings (as it was 
explained in the G
estalt psychology chapter). T
herefore, visual literacy is the orderly 
arrangem
ent of the visual elem
ents. 
Structure is how the visual elem
ents are presented and em
phasised. Part of the com
position 
is to choose the appropriate elem
ents for the m
edium
 to be dealing with. T
hose elem
ents 
are the substance of the com
position. T
he visual elem
ents are: the dot, the line, shape, 
direction, tone, colour, texture, dim
ension, scale and m
ovem
ent. 
As part of the sketching process it is im
portant to understand the m
eaning of the visual 
elem
ents.
the visual elem
ents on representation
T
he D
ot
T
he dot is the basic unit of a visual 
com
m
unication.  It is the m
inim
um
 visual 
force that the eye responses to.  Two dots, in 
any visual plan, serve to m
easure the space. 
T
he m
ore com
plex the m
easurem
ent is, the 
m
ore dots are needed. W
hen several dots 
are connected or very close to each other the 
eye recognizes shapes.  W
hen dots connect 
in great profusion and juxtaposition, they 
create the illusion of tone colour.
T
he Line
W
hen dots are so close to each other that 
they cannot be distinguished as individual 
elem
ents, a line is form
ed. Line can give a 
sense of direction and it can be said that 
a line is really a dot in m
otion. Line is 
never static; it has always a purpose and a 
direction. T
his nature gives it an enorm
ous 
energy. 
T
his 
dynam
ic 
elem
ent 
is 
essential 
for 
the pre-visualization and brings to real 
form
 to som
ething that only exists in the 
im
agination.  It can be used for different 
visual 
purposes; 
from
 
pragm
atic, 
tight 
and technical use; to freely, organic and 
expressive use.
Shape
A line articulates shape. T
he three basic 
shapes are; the square; the circle; and the 
equilateral triangle. T
he square relates to 
qualities such as dullness, honesty, straightness 
and 
workm
anlike 
characteristics. 
T
he 
triangle conveys conflict and tension. T
he 
circle characterizes endlessness, warm
th 
and protection. From
 the countless diverse 
com
bination of these basic shapes all kind 
of form
s can be created. 
D
irection
T
he 
three 
basic 
shapes; 
the 
square; 
the triangle; and the circle incorporate 
directions; horizontal; vertical; diagonal; 
and a curve. D
irection is a powerful tool 
for 
constructing 
visual 
m
essages. 
T
he 
horizontal-vertical plan is m
an’s prim
ary 
reference to the environm
ent and those two 
directions serve to balance visual subjects. 
O
n the contrary, the diagonal direction has 
the power to create tension; and as a result, 
is the m
ost provoking visual form
ulation. 
C
urved 
direction 
is 
associated 
with 
encom
passm
ent, repetition and warm
th. 
Tone
As light is not uniform
ly dispersed over the 
environm
ent, we can optically distinguish 
different 
tone 
to 
enrich 
the 
visual 
inform
ation. It is defined as the intensity of 
darkness or lightness of anything visualised 
and 
is 
the 
key 
elem
ent 
in 
expressing 
dim
ensions. Tone is the way we describe 
light. 
C
olour
W
hile tone has bases in hum
an survival, 
colour is strongly connected to hum
an 
em
otions. 
T
here 
is 
a 
shared 
m
eaning 
of 
different 
colours 
throughout 
the 
environm
ent as we associate colour with the 
sky, trees, grass and so on. H
owever, colour 
can also have subjective m
eanings; people 
can choose their own colour preference 
and how they use them
.
W
e 
associate 
colour 
with 
sym
bolic 
m
eaning and each colour can have various 
connotations. Since colour perception is 
the strongest em
otional factor of the visual 
process, it has a great power in reinforcing 
the m
eaning of visual inform
ation. 
/
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C
olour can be m
easured and defined in; 
hue; saturation; and brightness. H
ue is the 
colour itself. Saturation denotes the purest 
form
 of any hue and brightness is the tonal 
gradations from
 light to dark. C
olours are 
organized in a colour wheel.  It contains the 
prim
ary and secondary colours, but the wheel 
can express a huge com
bination of hues.
Texture
Textures, is the elem
ent that is com
m
only 
evaluated by the sense of touch, although 
it can also be appreciated and recognize by 
sight. Typically the com
binations of both 
senses are used. T
he judgm
ent of the eye is 
followed by a touch.
Texture becom
es the substance of the 
com
position that adds another quality to the 
surface. Besides the visual qualities of the 
texture, it serves as a sensitive experience.
Scale
Scale is not only the relative size of the 
visual cues, it has also the capacity to m
odify 
and define each of the visual elem
ents. 
Scale is about the relationship of visual 
elem
ents to each other. In other words, 
no elem
ent can be considered big or sm
all 
without relating it to it’s surrounding. For 
this reason juxtaposition is a crucial part of 
the com
position.
W
hen size has a purpose and a m
eaning it 
is proportioned. T
he m
ost vital factor for 
hum
an com
position is proportion.
D
im
ension
T
he representation of dim
ension is an 
illusion. Although dim
ensions exist in the real 
world, it is only im
plied in a representation. 
T
he technical convention for this practice 
is referred to as a perspective. Perspective 
has defined rules and its intention is to 
reproduce the feeling of reality. It is the 
visual solution for representing dim
ensions. 
M
ovem
ent
Suggestion 
of 
m
otion 
in 
static 
visual 
statem
ents 
is 
com
m
only 
achieve 
by 
distorting reality. T
his m
ovem
ent is not real 
and exists only in the eye of the beholder. 
In other words, it is an interpretation 
of the observer. T
his is a physiological 
phenom
enon 
called 
“persistence 
of 
vision”.  A static and fixed im
age can im
ply 
m
ovem
ent through tension and rhythm
.
All these visual elem
ents have the dram
atic 
potential to carry a m
essage that can be 
understood by anyone. W
ith these visual 
m
eans the im
age syntax is created (D
ondis, 
1973, p. 39-66).
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Rugs and wall hangings have a rich and extensive history. Tufted carpets originated 
recently in com
parison to the carpet history. It is im
portant to review tufting history and 
it’s origins to fully understand how this technique has evolved over tim
e and how a whole 
industry was created from
 an em
broidery idea. T
he technique has evolved into different 
branches and one of them
 is the hand-tufting m
achine. 
C
urrently, there are a variety of techniques available for creative m
inds.  H
and tufting 
has becom
e one of them
. T
his technique continues to evolve as artists have m
odified and 
experim
ented with the tufting practice. As new concepts are added, the tufting technique 
has found a firm
 place within the arts. H
and–tufting is part of the carpet industry, but is 
also accepted as an art form
 and a way of expression. C
reative m
inds have elevated the 
product from
 being a carpet to art pieces. Artist have found in tufting a tool to com
m
unicate 
both visually and tactile. U
sed as a ‘drawing tool’ new visual effects have com
e alive.
T
he following chapter will review the history of tufting. In m
y present-day evaluation, 
I will introduce several contem
porary artists that have taken this technique on another 
level; as a m
edium
 of artistic expression. 
h
a
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T
he 
beginning 
of 
the 
carpet 
tufting 
technique 
can 
be 
traced 
to 
D
alton, 
G
eorgia, in the U
nited States. In the late 
1890‘s, a sim
ple farm
 girl, called C
atherine 
Evans 
W
hitener, 
was 
the 
entrepreneur 
behind this idea. She wanted to reproduce 
a bedcover design she had seen before. For 
that purpose, she ran up loose loops of 
thick yarn into m
uslin, creating a chenille 
effect. In the process she tightens the ends 
to keep the yarn from
 com
ing lose and 
to lock the threads on place during the 
finishing process; she washed the m
uslin 
several tim
es with hot water to shrink it. 
O
ne of her first creations was a wedding 
gift for her brother. C
atherine Evans’ sister 
valued greatly this bedspread and offered to 
buy one piece.  T
he design becam
e popular 
beyond her circle of friends and fam
ily 
creating a m
arket for her bedspreads. As the 
business continue to grow, she taught the 
new technique to her fam
ily and friends, to 
keep up with dem
and.  “She would stam
p 
patterns on the m
uslin sheeting- initially 
using can lids or pie tins and grease from
 
m
eat skins, and later dye coloured wax 
m
arkers and then distribute the m
aterial to 
local wom
en who would em
ploy their new 
skills to finish the work” (Tam
asy, 2010, p. 5). 
/
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T
his new sewing process, called “turfin” in 
the beginning, becam
e the m
ayor industry 
of the city.  Around 1900’s the bedspreads 
were sold in departm
ent stores in different 
states. T
he dem
and just kept growing. W
ith 
a thriving business, after the W
orld W
ar I, 
farm
ers realize the potential in the tufting 
business.  Besides the farm
ing, bedspread 
production becam
e a supplem
ent incom
e. 
M
any hom
e tufters were established along 
the m
ountain roads of southeastern U
nited 
States. C
onsequently, D
alton becam
e the 
Bedspread C
apital of the W
orld and later 
the C
arpet C
apital of the W
orld.  
As the business becam
e popular, new spread 
houses 
em
erge 
and 
price 
com
petition 
pushed the industry farther. An operational 
system
 was established. M
ost of the spread 
house purchased the fabrics and stam
ped 
the 
designs 
on 
it. 
Also, 
this 
m
aterial 
was given to countryside workers who 
tufted the sheeting at their houses. T
his 
was called “cabin crafts”.  But with the 
growing com
petence and new m
anufacture 
challenges, the first tufting m
achine was 
created. T
he m
achines creator’s nam
e is 
unknown; it has being claim
ed by different 
com
peting m
ills. 
T
he hand-stitching m
ethod was too slow 
for the escalating dem
and and around 1922 
the first tufting m
achine was created. T
he 
m
ass production offered, established the 
localization of m
ills. Basically, the m
achine 
em
erged from
 experim
enting with a Singer 
sewing m
achine. It incorporated a cutting 
knife that cut the yarn loops. T
he needle-
punch tufting continues developing and the 
m
achine evolved into a “chenile” m
achine 
that used several needles, but the m
achines 
principles stayed the sam
e. T
his innovation 
in 
the 
m
anufacturing 
process 
initiated 
new products such a rugs and carpets. By 
1950’s the rug production becam
e the m
ain 
focus of the industry. T
his becam
e possible 
thanks to continuing refinem
ent of the 
tufting m
achine and with the innovation of 
dying and printing techniques. Finally, with 
the incorporation of synthetic yarns and 
supportive backing, tufting carpets becam
e 
cheaper than woven carpets. 
“T
he woven plants shipped 82.6 m
illion 
square yards of carpets in 1958, achieving a 
productivity level of about 1.7 square yards 
per m
an-hour of labour. For this work, 
they paid m
ore than $55 m
illion in total 
wages that year. In contrast, eighty-eight 
com
panies 
operated 
ninety-two 
tufting 
m
ills, where fewer than 10,000 production 
workers m
anaged to turn out m
ore than 
113 m
illion square yards of tufted carpets 
and rugs” (Scranton, 2001, p. 97). 
By 1950’s people becam
e m
ore and m
ore 
fam
iliar with m
an-m
ade yarns. T
he new 
synthetic fibres, such as nylon, sim
plified the 
process because it didn’t need any carding 
or blending to get long filam
ents. Although, 
this strand was m
ore durable, it didn’t 
have the heavy body of natural fibres that 
was needed for carpeting. C
onsequently, 
m
anufactures continue working to discover 
a bulking process for synthetic yarns.  T
his 
persisting 
enthusiasm
s 
of 
the 
industry, 
lead to continuing innovation with nylon, 
turning the industry to synthetic fibres. 
After the W
orld W
ar II, a housing boom
 
launched a trend for cheap floor covering.  
C
arpets that once were only found in 
wealthiest houses becam
e affordable for 
everyone with the new tufting technology. 
People could pick from
 a broad-spectrum
 
carpets. As the industry m
ature carpet sales 
continued to grow through the 1950’s and 
60’s. D
uring the 1970’s there was a slightly 
decreased on sales, but it wasn’t until 
1981-82 that recession took place. D
uring 
the following years the industry faced two 
m
ajor challenges. First, the water suffered 
a m
ajor contam
ination problem
 placing 
the water supplies of the region in danger 
and secondly, in 1998 the floor-covering 
trend turned to tiles or wood. Because 
the 
carpet 
m
anufacturing 
was 
m
ainly 
concentrated in G
eorgia the “very reliance 
on 
carpet 
m
anufactures 
and 
lack 
of 
econom
ic diversification m
ade the region 
particularly 
vulnerable 
to 
recession” 
(Scranton, 2001, p. 107).
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Since the beginning of hand tufting, tools and m
achines have been developed, to facilitate 
graphic possibilities. T
he H
ofm
ann hand-tufting m
achine has becom
e the world the m
ost 
popular chose for hand tufting. It is driven by com
pressed air that basically pierces the 
backing fabric with yarn.
To hand tuft a rug you only need the m
achine; the yarn; the backing canvas; and the 
fram
e on which to stretch the backing m
aterial. To secure the threads in the backing 
m
aterial you need latex and you have the optional of a shearing m
achine to even the 
surface. 
Basically, the prim
ary backing is stretched and secured by carpet grippers on the wooden 
fram
e. Rows of yarn loops are punched into the backing m
aterial by the com
bined action 
of the tufting needle and the cutting knife. N
um
erous stitches can be tufted in a row; the 
num
ber of stiches varies with the speed the tufting gun is used. T
he m
achine can be set 
from
 50 to 1,400 stitches/m
in, but basically the hand and the touch of the finger control 
the speed. T
he distance between each row determ
ines the density of the carpet and the 
length of the feeding needle determ
ines the length of the yarn pile. 
T
he tufting needle is adjustable to determ
ine different pile size that range from
 a very 
flat to a very long pile.  D
ifferent textures m
ay be achieved by using various thickness 
and types of yarn. You can m
ix colours by feeding different coloured strands of yarn 
sim
ultaneously through the m
achine. Each stitch is connected to the next, so if you pull 
one thread, one line will com
e out. You can easily correct m
istakes by pulling out the 
unwanted line. T
hat is why the latex is so im
portant to secure the yarn. 
After the rug is com
pleted, a layer of latex fixing coating has to be applied to the backside 
in order to secure the stitches in their place. T
hen a secondary backing is glued with the 
latex on top of the stitches. After it is cut out down from
 the fram
e, the surface of the 
carpet is levelled and refined by shearing it.
In Iceland I learned the hand-tufting technique, which enables m
e, as a designer, to express 
vast array of new graphical elem
ents. C
om
ing from
 a graphic design background and 
currently studying textile as a m
aster project, I found in this technique a close connection 
between illustration and textile. Although the tufting gun is rough and heavy, once you 
m
aster the speed and while m
aintaining uniform
 stitches, any pattern can be m
ade. I 
have already learned a lot, but there still m
uch m
ore to learn to be able narrow the gap 
between the idea expressed in m
y sketch and the final result. /
hand-tufting 
  technique
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It is inspiring to find persons that advanced this technique from
 com
m
ercial m
anufacturing 
into the level of fine art. Tufting has becom
e a new alternative for visual expression. T
his 
new approach questions the conventional use of rugs and redefines it’s m
eaning. Rugs are 
taken into another level by adding a visual narrative. C
arpets are lifted from
 the floor as 
another object of appreciation.
/
hand-tufting art
To find m
y individual voice as a designer, 
I began to search for artist using sim
ilar 
designing 
process. 
I 
encountered 
the 
Swedish artist Jonathan Josefsson (born 
1978). H
is path as an artist m
akes m
e 
believe that he found sim
ilar challenges 
as I did, with alternative ways of visual 
com
m
unication.
 H
e started off in graffi
ti and later earned 
his m
asters degree in crafts at G
othenburg 
School of D
esign and C
rafts. At som
e 
point in his career he began to com
bine 
hand tufting and aesthetics of graffi
ti; 
bringing street art to inner space objects. 
T
he com
bination of these two techniques 
reconfigures 
both 
carpet 
m
aking 
and 
graffi
ti. H
is graffi
ti are now fury wall-
hanging carpets. Each technique is being 
reinforced by the others characteristics. 
Tufting technique retains the free-flowing 
playfulness of graffi
ti.  
rug #
4
5
 ,jonathan josefsson, (2
0
1
5
).
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42 The French artist C
aroline Achaintre (born 1969) found that by tufting an object was 
a way to create som
ething tree-dim
ensional from
 her drawings. She believes that this 
technique is like ‘painting with wool’. “T
he length, texture and colour of each thread take 
on the qualities of expressionist painting. Achaintre uses wool because of its physicality, 
its attractive but som
etim
es also repulsive attributes. Its natural fabric suggests som
ething 
prim
itive, but also the technological precision and connoisseurship of post-industrial 
craft” (Saatchi G
allery, 2013). Tufting allowed her to express freely, so that the creative 
process was spontaneous and intuitive. She describes her work as tufted wool paintings. 
In her words: “I am
 a sculptor prelim
inary working with hand tufted wool and clay. 
M
y process utilizes m
ethods associated with the applied arts. I m
ake those choices not 
because of m
y interest in craft, but for their intense, subjective quality” (Achaintre, 2014).
astra Y ,caroline achaintre, (2
0
1
4
).
Argentinean artist Alexandra K
ehayoglou, found in tufting a way to distort reality. H
er 
background in painting and photography has given her the elem
ents for creating her 
designs. She pushes the boundaries of functionality when she im
itates nature in her 
carpet design. Alexandra approaches landscape in a m
ore literal way, as she shapes wool 
to look like natural elem
ent such as grass, rock or m
oss. As she describes her work: “ …
an abstraction of landscapes from
 m
y country, the territories that I inhabit and I wish to 
save. In this piece, as in the rest of m
y production, I have established a link between the 
tradition of carpet weaving in m
y fam
ily and m
y interest and consciousness about the 
environm
ent - full of endangered species, and our cultural heritage” (R
apport, 2015). 
T
he sim
ilitude of the m
aterial to elem
ents of nature accentuates her approach. Piles 
of yarn create the carpet; it is not a flat surface. T
he three-dim
ensionality of the carpet 
creates settings that resem
ble parts of natural; adding context to the usability. She also has 
hanging wall carpets, which are literal representations of landscape elem
ents. W
hen she 
com
bines the wall hangings and the floor carpets, she creates theatrical scenarios. 
refugios para un recuerdo, alexandra kehayoglou, (2
0
1
4
).
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Last but not least, the Icelandic artist Sigrun Lara Shanko, the artist that took m
e on as 
her apprentice and thought m
e the hand-tufting process. M
ore than that, she gave m
e 
the opportunity to com
e to Iceland and has supported m
e through all the process. It 
has being very inspiring to witness her art pieces in process, from
 the sketch to the last 
finishing details.
 Sigrun’s work is a tribute to the rugged Icelandic landscape. H
er first introduction to 
tufting was when she was about 14 years old, she and her m
other used to teach em
broidery 
with the m
anual carpet needle D
anella. Later, she rediscovers tufting using the H
ofm
ann 
H
and-tufting m
achine. She founds in tufting an opportunity to com
m
unicate her 
appreciation for Icelandic landscape. 
She translates aerial views of Iceland into the carpet; from
 rivers, volcanoes, glaciers; 
and other exam
ples of Iceland’s singularities. Sigrun starts her process by sketching in 
watercolours. She believes these two techniques have very sim
ilar visual im
pact. H
ence, 
Sigrun has being able to reproduce watercolour gradients into her carpets. By a patient 
com
bination of colour shades of wool, she accom
plishes these watercolour effects. H
er 
carpets are a loyal translation of her sketches.
 In addition, she plays with the shape of the rug to create m
ore playful pieces. It’s either 
a river that continues flowing out of the carpet or is the curvy silhouette that follows a 
glacier. M
ovem
ent characterizes these organic and flowing visual representations. H
er 
carpets condense the dynam
ism
 of Icelandic landscape. 
glacier, sigrun Lara shanko, (2
0
1
4
).
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Landscape concept is not only about sublim
e places. It’s about the experience of dwelling 
within the environm
ent. T
here is a tendency to rom
anticize our encounter with nature, 
and to think of landscape only as positive experiences. “Yet the rich experience of beauty 
in environm
ent tends to blind us to other values m
ore characteristic of everyday hum
an 
situations” (Berleant, 2012, p. 198). 
It is easy to create rom
antic sentim
ent about nature; and Icelandic nature can easily 
create those expectations.  Em
blem
atic landscapes are often thought as the m
ajor source 
of inspiration. Indeed, with the opportunity to travel in Iceland is easy to encounter som
e 
outstanding landscapes, but it was the overall experience of living in Iceland that brought 
on the creative inspiration. T
he concept of landscape has evolved, is a conscious awareness 
of the places that reconcile the concept. A thoughtful understanding of landscape com
es 
from
 everyday m
om
ents. “W
hat ones sees at any single m
om
ent not only reflects the 
reality of landscape as m
aterial environm
ent, but one’s ability to internalize what is seen” 
(Jackle, 1987, p. 140).
Experiencing the landscape as a whole creates a ‘sense of place’. T
he landscape experience 
is connected to all of the surrounding circum
stances; like the society that inhabits the 
place. “D
ifferent cultural traditions, different philosophical cultures, different conditions 
of life influence the way we understand experience, environm
ent, aesthetics, and ecology, 
and their place in life experience. T
he result of processing the landscape im
agery is the 
need to com
m
unicate and share the experience” (Berleant, 2012, p. 117).
T
he concept of landscape appreciation is not solely academ
ic or theoretical; it is also 
experiential. Part of the concept developm
ent was created from
 particular environm
ental 
situations. T
he interaction with the environm
ent and the people that live in it add m
eaning 
to the concept. T
he intention of the carpet representation is to com
m
unicate a specific 
appreciation for a place.
/
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T
he whole process of this thesis has been an attem
pt to understand how visual thinking 
works. W
ith the theoretical research I have been able to gain som
e understanding of 
the creative process. Justifying the creative process with theoretical research validates an 
intuitive visual representation of a landscape experience. D
esigning process raises the 
question of how to reconcile theoretical understandings and perceptual experiences in an 
aesthetic representation that will prom
ote our relationship with the environm
ent.
 T
he process started by sketching an idea of landscape. T
he challenge was to give a ‘sense 
of place’ without creating a literal representation of a landscape. By using few elem
ents 
as lines and dots, abstract scenery was com
posed. T
he function of abstraction was to 
reduce the elem
ents in order to com
m
unicate a broader m
essage. 
Abstract representation can com
m
unicate a m
ore general visual m
essage that can relate 
to a wider range of landscapes. “T
he m
ore representational the visual inform
ation, the 
m
ore specific its reference; the m
ore abstract, the m
ore general and all-encom
passing 
it is. Abstraction visually is sim
plification toward a m
ore intense and distilled m
eaning” 
(D
ondis 1973, p. 74).
 Looking to real scenery while sketching, I didn’t achieve the abstraction intended. It 
was in the im
aginary left by the perception where the m
ind found the elem
ents for 
representation. “T
he afterim
age- the presence of sensation in the absence of a stim
ulus- 
and its subsequent m
odulations posed a theoretical and em
pirical dem
onstration of 
autonom
ous vision, of an optical experience that was produced by and within the subject” 
(C
rary 1992, p. 98). M
em
ories becam
e the needed stim
uli for representation.
Inspiration cam
e from
 trying to rem
em
ber perceived im
pressions of crisp textures from
 
everyday life and the tension in the com
position was given by the experience of every 
day life.  T
he creative process started by rationalizing the perceived im
aginary; then 
expressing it visually. T
he sketches are not intended to m
atch reality; they are m
inim
al 
prototypes m
eant to m
atch m
y sentim
ent of N
orthern landscapes. T
he result is an 
em
pirical application of landscape aesthetic. Patterns were created by the use of rhythm
 
and repetition by trying to evoke the rhythm
 of the tufting m
achine. W
hat sketches reflect 
is the content of m
y perception. 
/
sketching
  process
(A selection of sketches w
ere distributed 
throughout this docum
ent)
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T
he tufting process reflects the decisions that took place to achieve the final result. T
hose 
judgm
ents where based in how to achieve a sense of a place. C
onsequently, this stage of 
the process brought the following representation challenges: H
ow can the landscape’s 
representative ‘N
ordic’ value be recognized? H
ow a carpet can still be interpreted as a 
landscape representation? H
ow can the m
ovem
ent of the lines be read as a landscape?
To tackle these problem
 hand tufting can be used as a m
ean for expression. M
astering the 
technique is im
portant, but the key is to personalize the tufting process.
Tufting is highly flexible enabling different creation process. T
he production can be 
schem
atic and planed, or spontaneous and free. In m
y opinion, this has som
e sim
ilarities 
with the process of painting; as the com
position can be thought over during the process. 
O
n the other hand, m
aking visual representation through a craft needs to take into 
consideration technique and m
aterial challenges. Accordingly to G
lenn Adam
son, “when 
a craft purpose is an optical effect, the process is oriented around m
aterial experience. 
C
raft is directly affected by the properties of a specific m
aterial. C
onsequently, the process 
involves direct engagem
ent with the properties of the m
aterial” (Adam
son 2007, pp. 40-
45). C
rafts dem
and an honest use of the m
aterial and an awareness of its natural visual 
effect.
T
he technical and m
aterial considerations were address through experim
entation. T
he 
goal of experim
enting with wool was to m
atch the sketches with the technique. T
he 
sketched drawings defined the structure used in the tufting sam
ples. T
he com
position was 
influenced from
 m
y previous drawings. In addition, colour was incorporated in order to 
grasp the relationship of hues and wool visual effect.
Back to Iceland the tufting practice continued through projects with Sigrun Lara Shanko. 
D
uring that tim
e, Sigrun introduced m
e the m
anual tufting punch needle. As m
ention 
earlier, when Sigrun was young she used to teach carpeting and em
broidery with this tool. 
/
tufting
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T
his technique, in the practical sense, has basically very sim
ilar results as the H
ofm
ann 
m
achines. T
he punch needle does not incorporate a cutting knife, so the thread piles are 
form
ed by loops. It works as a m
anual drilling, but only one thread can be used at a tim
e; 
contrary to the H
om
an m
achine where several threads can be used at the sam
e tim
e. 
T
his tool has a strong connection to the tufting origins; it connects the em
broidery tufting 
origins and the later m
achines developm
ent of the technique.
Because it is m
anual, it requires m
ore tim
e than the H
offm
an m
achine. Since the speed 
is slower, there is m
ore tim
e to reflect on the com
position process. It is like ‘drawing with 
wool’; the tool can be used to create sketches. T
he ‘needle’ sketching sam
ples take into 
consideration the texture dim
ension. It can also be observed how the consistency of the 
wool creates fuzziness to the line. At the sam
e tim
e, it exem
plifies the opalescent effects 
of colours in piles of wool. Although, the sam
ples of the punch needle technique are 
different from
 the effect created by the hand-tufting m
achine, these experim
ents are great 
tool for visualizing the intended outcom
e; as well as for planning the com
position steps. 
T
he drawn sketches were m
ostly in black and white; but the ‘needle’ sam
ples were partly 
an exploration with colours. T
he use of colour can evoke a feeling.  “Since perception 
of colour is the single m
ost strongly em
otional part of the visual process, it has great 
force and can be utilized to express and reinforce visual inform
ation to great advantage.” 
(D
ondis 1973, p. 55) U
sing colour is a strategy to com
m
unicate a m
essage.  
As stated in the chapter on colour, a location can have a strong im
pact through colour 
associations. M
y intention with use of colour was to m
atch that feeling of a location. 
T
he colour palette used for the sam
ples and the final piece was selected from
 the range 
of colours offered by the com
pany Ístex. T
he palette consists of 15 hues of wool. T
he 
colours where m
ostly in the range of blue and green, along with three accent colours: 
yellow, purple and pink. T
he palette could be described as cold and delicate. T
here isn’t 
a strong contrast between the colours. T
he colour fam
ily is sm
ooth and sober and it is a 
cold palette, but not in a negative way. R
ather, it depicts freshness. T
he accent colours are 
intended to bring a splash of brightness and sparkle to the watery palette. 
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O
nce the punch needle sam
ples where ready, the preparations for the final piece started. 
T
he first step was to recreate the ‘punch needle’ process with the tufting m
achine. T
he 
process started with sketched sam
ples of colour scales. T
he sam
ples shown how the colour 
relations were perceived. As the tufting gun could use several colour threads at the sam
e 
tim
e, the overall effect was som
ewhat singular, force m
e to change the colour tactics. T
he 
colour needed to be used with a different strategy.
/
the carpet
In the first sam
ple I explore the juxtaposition 
of colour contrast. T
he sam
ple was created 
by a sequence of contrasting coloured 
lines. 
T
hese 
abrupt 
colour 
differences 
between 
each 
stroke 
created 
distorted 
lines. 
T
herefore, 
the 
eyes 
attention 
is 
concentrated on the irregular shape of 
the stripes. T
he com
position was only an 
arrangem
ent of lines with the parts m
ore 
evident than the whole; the structure of 
the im
ages was too striking. T
his unwanted 
result 
indicates 
that 
a 
com
bination 
of 
sim
ilar colour hues should give a m
ore 
delicate effect by hiding the structure of the 
com
position. O
pposite colours shouldn’t 
be experienced separately from
 the im
age, 
they m
ost play a neutral roll as being part 
of a whole. Although straight lines are the 
elem
ent that the im
age is com
position of, 
their purpose is to create shapes, but not 
to be perceived as single lines. 
T
he second sam
ple was constructed with a 
com
bination of three colour-threats in the 
sam
e row. In every row three different colours 
were used, but of the sam
e tone, giving the 
com
position a leaden effect. T
his piece had 
the opposite effect of the first sam
ple; there 
was no colour-engaging stim
ulus. T
he lack of 
contrast faded all shapes. By using contrast 
in the com
position am
biguity is avoid.
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T
he intention with the third sam
ple was to create contrast, but in a subtle and engaging 
way. T
his effect was accom
plished by putting tree different colours in every row, two of 
them
 in the sam
e hue and one contrasting. T
he result is a landscape represented by a 
scale of colour. T
he consistency of the piece is loose due to the use of only three threads.
T
he forth sam
ple, was a personal challenge in tufting skills, creating diagonal lines with 
the tufting gun. Even though the surface of the piece was not as even as in the horizontal 
structures, the diagonal direction created a tension in the com
position; consequently, a 
m
ore dynam
ic experience for the eye. T
he piece could be appreciated from
 m
ore angles 
than the previous com
positions; it could be read from
 different angles. 
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By the end of the sketching process a carpet of 90 x 150 cm
 was created. T
his was the 
m
om
ent to em
brace the line and create m
y interpretation of a ‘N
ordic’ landscape. Based 
on m
y work with the sam
ples I cam
e to the conclusion that by using four threads in the 
sam
e row, broader range of colour effects could be achieved; also the surface of the carpet 
would be m
ore dense and with greater consistence. T
he threads colour com
binations 
varied from
 A-B-C
-D, A-A-B-B, A-A-A-B, A-A-A-A. W
ith a yarn pallet of 15 colours 
there were 48 colour com
binations possible. 
For the final piece no particular sketch was used. T
he carpet was created through a 
spontaneous process, i.e. the com
positional decisions where taken during the creational 
process. T
he colour relations dem
anded som
e structural changes during the com
position 
to balance the rhythm
 of colours. T
he juxtaposition of the colours created the narrative. 
Taking into account that it’s through coloured that the viewer becom
es aware of the 
representation.
T
he carpets are m
ade up of a structure com
posed of straight lines. Each stroke is drawn 
on the back of the carpet that form
s on the front side of the carpet lines created by a 
cluster of dots. Each lines position and relation to the other lines is what com
poses the 
structure. W
hat confers a sense of m
ovem
ent to the lines is there direction and irregular 
placem
ent. T
he rhythm
 forces the eye to m
ove around the im
age; it provokes an active 
reading. T
he eye doesn’t perceive the im
age as just lines, but as a whole representation. 
“T
hey appear as such in the perception itself. Look through an album
 of sketches and 
you will not necessarily grasp at a glance the m
eaning of each line, but you will know 
what each represents, that it stands for som
ething, which is the very justification of its 
existence” (Sartre 1940, p. 39). T
he lines are the foundation of the landscape. 
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It is im
portant that the com
position can be read from
 different angles. T
he carpet cannot 
have a single viewing direction and can have different readings. From
 a closer look you 
can grasp the richness of the colours, the detail in the com
position and from
 further away 
can be seen as a real landscape. T
here are both a literal reading of the carpet and the 
possibility of an interpretation based on the landscapes background. 
After cutting the piece out of the fram
e and doing the finishing procedure to the carpet, I 
realized that this piece could gain m
ore without shearing the surface. Although, levelling 
the surface by cutting brings out clearer and m
ore defined shapes, the uncut surface 
brings fuzziness and texture that reinforces the energy contained within the piece. In 
m
y opinion, the sheared surface resem
bles com
m
ercial carpets and an uncut surface has 
unique craft value. 
Taking in consideration the tactile quality of the carpet, it fosters an engagem
ent between 
the m
edium
 and the viewer. “Even when we sim
ply look we are already shaping and 
interpreting” (Andrews 1999, p. 1). T
he viewer is asked to becom
e part of the landscape.
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After finishing the carpet, the creative process had to continue. M
y chance of m
aking 
another carpet was lim
ited, but it was possible to continue to create designs by drawing 
and com
puter, in order to visualize m
ore accurately a possible carpet collection. If the 
future brings the possibilities to create m
ore pieces, this sketching approach will facilitate 
planning the colour com
binations or possible silhouettes. T
he process of creating the 
carpet spontaneously, gave m
e the insights of how to create a m
ore accurate sketch. T
he 
previous sketches were im
portant as a way to create the narrative, but this new sketching 
approach could give m
e the keys to pre-visualize the result and plan the carpet m
aking. 
In addition, the collection of sketched carpet has the strength to reinforce the m
essage by 
adding m
ore opportunities to express the wonders of landscape sceneries. 
T
he m
ain challenge was to figure out how to sim
ulate tufted carpets through sketching. 
T
he other challenge was to design a collection of carpets; each design had to stand by 
itself and com
m
unicate with other designs. W
ith the use of the com
puter, a sim
ilar colour 
palette was recreated in order to achieve a fam
iliarity between the collections. Also new 
sizes and fram
es where incorporated in order to try different visual effect; a horizontal 
landscapes for exam
ple. 
T
he illustrations still include the line as a com
positional elem
ent, but the line is broken 
into spots in an attem
pt to give the sam
e appearance as the front side of the carpet.  In 
other words, the structure is still the sam
e but it incorporates the texture of the dots to 
resem
ble the detail of the carpet. 
In the future, this sketch visualization could be used to create personalized carpets. It 
is suitable process to pre-visualize custom
ized carpets and m
akes the changes the client 
want depending on their dem
ands and space requirem
ents. C
hanging the colour and the 
shape is easy in Photoshop; and doing it this way instead of during the tufting process will 
prevent wasting wool. 
To com
pose the im
age while tufting the carpet is still a fascinating process to explore. 
H
owever, for com
m
ercial purpose the visualization m
ethod is very useful, not only to plan 
the process but also to ‘sell the idea’.
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T
he topic for the thesis derived from
 m
y great urge to rationalize a holistic experience. As 
a way to conclude m
aster program
 and m
y personal journey, m
y im
pulse was to recreate 
m
y own idea of N
ordic landscape. Trying to com
m
unicate this verbally and visually was 
the m
ain challenge of this thesis. 
In order to create a carpet and a collection of designs, I tested a design m
ethod based on 
a self-awareness of m
y own perception.  D
uring this introspective process I discovered 
a new concept that I called the ‘designer-self’; the unique essence of a designer.  In 
m
y opinion, throughout rationalizing perception the designer can com
prehend what 
m
akes he or she unique.  O
ver the centuries m
any artists have tried to m
ake the m
ental 
conversion of perception; anyhow I had to experience it m
yself in order to find m
y own 
voice. 
I’m
 satisfied with the final carpet outcom
e and I enjoyed the process of m
aking it, even 
though I only had the opportunity to produce one carpet. I believe the depth of the 
com
position condense the whole experience. I would have liked to m
ake a bigger piece, 
but the transportation of the carpet was som
ething to take into account. If I choose to 
continue in this path, I need to reconsider the inherent qualities and lim
itations of the 
product, like transportation issues. I also realize how the direction of the tufting fram
e, 
from
 horizontal to vertical can change the whole com
position, so it’s im
portant to have 
the possibility to change the fram
e easily and not be constrained to only one position. 
Another thing to take in consideration is the wool waste; a large quantity of short threads 
of wool ends up in the floor and could be use for other purpose. For a sustainable future, 
it would be ideal to find som
e solution to recycle that wool. 
T
he process of creating a carpet has becom
e a m
edium
 of expression where I can use wool 
and texture as a drawing tool. T
hese ‘drawings’ have becom
e a synthesis of a m
om
ent 
C
o
n
C
l
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s
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n
in tim
e, which is an apprehension of an experience; this quality is so strong that the 
traditional use of the carpet is com
prom
ised. M
y aim
 was to add the significance of a 
landscape to rugs that could give a sense of intim
acy with the environm
ent; because I 
believe that rugs can be a bridge between outer and inner landscape.  C
onsequently, the 
carpet carries a narrative in its com
position that adds new m
eaning to the relationship 
with the object. H
ow people’s im
agination starts to functions when they perceive the 
carpet I m
ade has m
ade m
e realize how the representation can change the usability of 
a product. I have had som
e feed back from
 people, telling m
e that they would rather 
hang the carpet on the wall, instead of putting it on the floor. T
hat m
akes m
e realize 
how usability could changes if the products holds deeper m
eaning. 
Because the outcom
e becam
e a reflective description of a personal interpretation, I can’t 
help but wonder if m
y perception is related to the Scandinavian audience’s perception. 
Is the landscape I created under certain constrains N
ordic enough? W
ill audience from
 
other latitudes perceive the im
ages as N
ordic landscape? H
owever, as m
y designs are 
abstract to som
e extent and not literal representations, the audience is free to wonder 
and interpret them
 according to their own intentions and experiences.
In the future I will like to continue on this path. I found in tufting a natural way to 
express m
yself as an artist and both graphic and textile designer. N
ow retuning back 
to C
olom
bia m
y purpose is to re-evaluate m
y relationship with m
y surroundings. W
hat 
had becom
e so natural for m
e, living there alm
ost all m
y life, now this experience m
akes 
m
e question m
y consciousness about the place I inhabit. It m
ight seem
 obvious for m
e 
to understand what m
y hom
e country landscape is about, but the truth is that I will 
have to go again through all this self-awareness process to create a visual language to 
com
m
unicate the perception of m
y country. I know the inform
ation is there, ‘in the 
back of m
y head’, but I believe the next step is to rationalize and represent the m
eaning 
of C
olom
bia’s landscape. T
he ‘Landscape D
ialogues’ is an on going com
m
unication 
with the environm
ent on the path to finding m
y own voice as a designer.
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